UNIT- I Classification of Constitution and Governments


UNIT- II Preamble, Union and its Territories and Citizenship


UNIT- III State, Laws and Amendment

UNIT- IV Fundamental Rights


**Right to Freedom**: Freedom of Speech and Expression - Art 19, Scope and Ambit- Art 19(1) (a) and (2); Balance between individual interest and collective interest, Reasonable restrictions on Right to Freedom under Article 19(2) to 19(6)- Judicial interpretation on Right to Strike and Bundh - Right to Information.


**Cultural and Educational Rights**: Articles 29-30, Protection on Minorities, Recent trends on Minority Educational Institutions.


UNIT- V Directive Principles of State Policy and Fundamental Duties


**Fundamental Duties**: The need and status in constitutional set up, Interrelationship with fundamental rights and directive principles, Enforcement of Fundamental Duties.
**Recommended Book:**
M. P. Jain- Indian Constitutional Law- Relevant Volume
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